
 Module 2: Foundations of Physics 

Quantities and Units 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prefixes 

 

 

 

Quantity  S.I derived unit Symbol Written in S.I 

base units 

Energy, Work, Heat joule J kgm2s-2 

Resistance Ohm Ω kgm2s-3A-2 

Potential differ-

ence, e.m.f  

Volt V kgm2s-3A-1 

Charge Coulomb C As 

Force, weight Newton N kgms-2 

Power Watt W kgm2s-3 

Pressure, stress Pascal Pa kgm-1s-2 

Frequency hertz Hz s-1 

Prefix Multiple of unit 

Pico (p) 1 x 10—12 

Nano (n) 1 x 10—9 

Micro (µ) 1 x 10—6 

Milli (m) 1 x 10—3 (0.001) 

Centi (c ) 1 x 10—2 (0.01) 

Deci (d) 1 x 10—1 (0.1) 

Kilo (k) 1 x 103 (1000) 

Mega (M) 1 x 106 

Giga (G) 1 x 109 

Tera (T) 1 x 1012 

Estimations—Typical values 

 

 

 

Mass of a per- 70kg 

Mass of a car 1500kg 

Height of a man 1.8m 

Walking speed  1.5m/s 

Errors 
Random: Cause readings to be spread about the true value due to the results 

varying in an unpredictable way.  They affect precision. 

 

 

 

Systematic cause each reading to be different to the true value by the same 

amount.  They affect the accuracy of your results . 

 

 

 

Zero errors caused by the apparatus failing to read zero when it should do 

(reduced by calibrating equipment) 

Uncertanties 

 

 

 



 

Scalars and Vectors  

 

 

 
Scalar Vector 

Length/distance, speed, 

mass, temperature, time, 

energy 

Displacement, velocity, 

force (including weight), 

acceleration, momentum 

Adding Vectors  

 

 

 

Resolving Vectors  

 

 

 

 

Module 2: Foundations of Physics 

Tips 
Cos 60o = sin 30o = 0.5 (saves time in an exam!) 

In these formulae ѳ is measured from the horizontal 

 

You may be given angles in degrees and radians be sure to know how to 

change your calculator between the two! 

 

Percentage difference 
 

 

Graphical representations of 

uncertainties  
Error bars : when plotting a graph you 

show the uncertainty in each measure-

ment by using error bars to show the range 

the point is likely to lie in.  You can have 

error bars for both the dependant and in-

dependent variable  

 


